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My Learning Points as
iEARN -Adobe Youth Voices Learner

I am Nakabugo Samantha a student and
participant in Adobe Youth Voices (AYV) project at
PMM Girls Site in Uganda.
I joined the project in 2009 when my AYV Educator,
Mr. Chole Richard introduced me to the project. My
desire to achieve something big for myself and
community motivated me to be part of the project.
Through this project, I have been able to learn media based skills,
appreciate the problems faced by the youth and their communities
and seek ways to solve them. I also realized that I had confidence
and potential to do anything like, representing my school outside,
addressing my fellow youth and even addressing a bigger audience.
For example I and my friend Bukirwa Rhamulah had a chance to talk
about the AYV project and our experiences at a fellowship of Rotary
Club of Jinja on 15th September 2010. It was my first time ever to talk
to a crowd of its nature. I felt honored and it gave me confidence in
my ability to address a big crowd.
However, there are always challenges even when we least expect
them. As a student, I find it hard to balance the project work and my
regular school activities. Power cutoffs and slow internet connectivity
also hampered our progress. As a group, we found it hard when it
came to decision making. Believe me its even more challenging to
convince our own friends about the goodness and aims of the project.
Nevertheless, as an AYV learner I have learnt to deal with my
challenges without hitting my head. You will have to rise up, prove to
people what you believe in and make them follow your lead. Trust
me, it has really helped me overcome my challenges.
As an iEARN learner I see my future in AYV getting brighter.
Nakabugo Samantha
iEARN - Adobe Youth Voices Learner
PMM Girls’ Site, Jinja,
Uganda.

